
3/29/21

Clean Day!

Today is Clean Day with a heavy focus on squatting.

PART 1
Squat Clean 5RM Touch and Go
(If you get to a weight that you cannot complete 5 reps TNG then complete the remaining rounds
at the heaviest weight you managed 5 TNG)
0:00-5x30%
2:00-5x40%
4:30-5x50%
7:00-5x60%
10:00-5x70%
13:00-5x75-80%
17:00-5x80-90%

PART 2
AMRAP 15
-200m Run
-6 Bear Complex 155/115
-3 BMU or 9 C2B

LEVELS
1) as written
2) 3 BMU or 9 C2B, 135/95
3) 5 C2B or 9 Pull-Ups, 95/65
4) 9 Challenging assisted Pull-Ups, 75/55
5) 9 Challenging assisted Pull-Ups or ring rows, 55/35

Flow intention:
-The run is there for recovery, so relax. It should take under 90 seconds and get you back in the door
recovered enough to handle the barbell. Aside from the first round, the run is a fluff movement today to
keep you under control for the heavy bar and difficult pulls.
-The 6 Bear Complex should be heavy and performed one at a time, with 10-20 seconds in between
complexes. Taking 10-15 seconds each, this means you should average about 1 complex every 30
seconds, and take about 3 minutes to get through the set.
-The Pulls should be challenging, and should take 1-2 minutes to complete.
-Shoot for 2-3 rounds
1 Bear Complex:
-Power Clean
-Front Squat
-Push Jerk
-Back Squat
-Back Jerk

*No Thrusters
*No Squat Cleans



3/30/21

Endurance Day!
3 Rounds; 35 minutes
-2 minutes on at station
-1 minute off to transition
-Score is TOTAL REPS

Stations:
1) Wallballs 20/14 to 10/9
2) Row for Cals
3) Burpees to Target
4) Toes to Bar

LEVELS
1) As written
2) Knees to elbow, 14/12 wallball to 10/9
3) Hanging Knee Raises, any size ball with full squat and throw to 10/9, up downs to target (if needed)

3/31/21

Shoulder to Overhead!
PART 1
Push Jerk 3RM
-from the ground (Clean it up)
0:00-6x30%
2:00-6x40%
4:30-5x50%
7:00-5x60%
9:30-4x70%
12:00-4x75-80%
15:00-3x80-90%

PART 2
AMRAP 11
-11 Box Jumps
-11 Hang Power Cleans



-11 Push Jerks

All barbells controlled to the ground.

LEVELS
1) 24/20, 145/105
2) 24/20, 135/95
3) Step Ups or Jumps to 24/20, 95/65
4) Step Ups or Jumps to any height as able, 75/55
5) Step Ups or Jumps to any height as able, 45/35

4/1/21

Squat Day!

PART 1
Front Squat 2 Rep Speed from the Ground
-Speed approach; stay on time!
-From the ground; Clean it up
0:00-6xEasy
2:00-6xEasy
4:00-5xEasy
6:00-5xModerate
8:00-4xModerate
10:00-4xModerstae
12:00-3xHeavy
14:00-3xHeavier
16:00-2xReally Heavy

If you can Squat Clean the bar, it will count as your first rep. Otherwise, Power Clean it, reset, and then
perform the amount of Front Squats.

DO NOT GET CAUGHT UP IN THE NITTY GRITTY WITH JUMPS! There will NOT be enough time to
calculate jumps or make finite decisions on percentages.

Instead, think about how heavy you want to get and what you think you can do for this, and make that the
barbell you load for the 16:00 minute set. Then, work your way back and figure easy jumps from a starting
barbell that is very easy, and run your approach from there.

PART 2
AMRAP 10
-200m Run
-10 Back Squat 155/115
-3 Bar Muscle Ups or 5 Chest to Bar

Barbells from the ground. Clean them up, pop it to your back, then Squat.



After your squats, be aware of your surroundings when dropping the barbell. At all times, you are
responsible for your equipment!

LEVELS
1) As written, but the barbell must be popped back overhead and dropped forward. NEVER in competition
are barbells allowed to be dropped backwards, so if you are good enough to do this as written, then you
better be able to control that barbell.
2) 5 Chest to Bar, 135/95
3) 5 Pull-Ups, 95/75
4) 5 Assisted Pull-Ups, 75/55
5) 5 Ring Rows or Assisted Pull-Ups as able, 45/35

4/2/21

What did we learn from 21.3 & 4

PART 1
Athletes have 15-20 minutes to warm up thrusters and front squats and practice the complex from 21.4.
This is also the time to decide which gymnastics movement they would like to work on - pull ups, C2B,
T2B or muscle ups.  What did you struggle on during 21.3?  Now is the time to practice.

PART 2
EMOM 3 Rounds
-Min 1: Front squats (work for 40s)
-Min 2: Gymnastics movement of choice (work for 40s)
-Min 3: Thrusters (work for 40s)
-Min 4: REST - Load barbell with 21.4  complex weight hit at 50-60% 1RM C&J
-Min 5: Hit at 50-60% 1RM C&J
-Min 6: REST - Deload back to front squat/thruster weight

COMPLEX
-1 Deadlift
-1 Touch n go clean
-1 Hang clean
-1 Jerk

LEVELS
1) 95/65 pick challenging gymnastics option, go for max unbroken set
2) 95/65 pick challenging gymnastics option, practice skill
3) 65/45 pick challenging gymnastics option, practice skill

4/3/21
SATURDAY WOD

TEAMS OF 3 - 30 Minute AMRAP



Rotate between these movements, the runner dictates the flow.  Once the runner gets back team
members switch.  The AMRAP continues where the last person left off.

- Run 400m
- Machine of choice (row, bike, ski erg)
- AMRAP: 5 Burpees, 10 box jumps, 15 AKBS

4/5/21
Snatch Day!

PART 1
Complex:
-1 Hang Power Snatch
-1 Low Hang Squat Snatch Snatch
-1 Squat Snatch (touch and go)

If an athlete is nowhere close to getting a squat snatch have them do:
-1 Hang Power snatch
-1 Low hang power snatch
-1 OHS

Approach based off 1RM Power Snatch
0:00-30%
2:00-40%
4:00-50%
6:00-60%
8:00-70%
10:30-80%
13:00-80-90%
16:00-85-100%

PART 2
AMRAP 12
-12 Hang Power Snatches 95/65
-12 Wallballs 20/14 to 10/9
-12 Alt. DB Box Step Ups 50/35 to 24/20 (DB in each hand)
-12 Strict Sit-Ups (legs straight)

LEVELS
1) as written
2) 75/55, any size medball w/ full squat to 10/9, 35/25, butterfly Sit-Ups
3) 55/35, any size medball w/ full squat and thrown to height as able, as able DB, butterfly Sit-Ups

4/6/21
Calisthenics Day!



Coach notes:
- This is as much mental training as it is physical. Can your athletes dig deep and keep grinding

even when the workout is not flashy and fun
- This is all about finding a pace that allows you to keep working without taking long breaks during

the work phase.  Every level gets rest after each round
- Help athletes calm their breathing down after each round so that they can recover for the next

AMRAP 40
-Run
-Burpees to Target
-Air Squats
-Rest

1) 500m, 40 Burpees, 30 Air Squats, 3 min break (past the 400m mark to the next corner)
2) 400m, 30 Burpees, 20 Air Squats, 2 min break
3) 300m, 20 Burpees or up downs, 10 Air Squats, 1 min break (to the traffic lights)

LEVELS
-Level 1 rounds should take 5-7 minutes
-Level 2 rounds should take 4-6 minutes
-Level 3 rounds should take 3-4 minutes

Flow Intention:
Don't bite off too much because this is meant to be a smooth work effort with no breaks during the reps,
and then a break to recover and take water.

If you find yourself having to stop during the burpees or the work is taking 5 times longer than the rest, the
workout flow is going to be compromised.

Long, boring workouts are very necessary!!!


